Ever wished you had thought it through?

Exclusive Seminar on Design and
Manufacturing Solutions in Penang
The key to manufacturing efficiency and
profitability lie in risk management through
design. If you ever wished you had thought
it through before filtering your processes
down the supply chain, attending this
seminar will be a good start.
As markets get increasingly competitive
within the Electronics PCB design and
manufacturing sphere, reduction of timeto-market, enhancement of quality and

cutting wastage become three of the most
important industrial concerns in the
business.
In conjunction with Mentor Graphics
through Asia's leading Product Life Cycle
(PLM) and education provider, CAD-IT
Consultants Malaysia is proud to bring you
a special one-off complimentary seminar on
the challenges facing the electronics
manufacturing industry today, specific to
the market in Penang, and how viewing
product development as a continuum can
help to address these three fundamental
industrial challenges.
Borrowing on Mentor Graphics' Valor suite
of design and manufacturing solutions,
participants will learn about how these
suites can benefit their business from PCB
design, manufacturing, assembly and test
process perspectives for a truly end-to-end
development flow.

Seminar Topic

Challenges for the Electronics Industry in Penang
and Optimising Manufacturing and Design
through Total Solutions Planning
Seminar Synopsis
1. Overview of the Electronics PCB
Industry in Penang and its current
challenges

3. Introduction to the Mentor Graphics
Valor Suite - vSure, vPlan, vManage,
vCheck

2. The importance of a seamless
manufacturing process - design,
fabrication, assembly, manufacturing

4. Question & Answer Session

Seminar Agenda

Date

: 1 December 2011

Time

: 10am to 2pm

Venue

: Penang Skills Development Centre (PSDC)
1 Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah
Bandar Bayan Baru
Bayan Lepas
11900 Penang
Click to view location map
Presenter Profile

Mr Naveen Prasad is a seasoned expert in the PCB design and consultancy field, having been analysing,
troubleshooting and offering design solutions for Electronics manufacturing companies since 2004.
An accomplished trainer for production and DFM engineers on the deployment of automation tools, his career has
brought him to China and Europe for the knowledge transfer of PCB manufacturing and design. Mr Naveen's expertise
on PCB design rules and schematic drawings for CAD has seen him work on a variety of projects, in turn acquiring a
range of software skills including Graphicode, Cadence Allegro, DxDesigner, Expedition PCB and Hyperlynx.
His extensive experience in medium-and-large Electronics corporations in Perak, Selangor and Penang has brought
him to Asia Printed Circuit Sdn Bhd, Flextronics Technology Shah Alam and Kontron Design Manufacturing Services
Sdn Bhd as a DFM Support Engineer and Layout Design Engineer. Mr Naveen is now a full-time trainer and specialist
PCB consultant on Mentor Graphics' Valor suite of Electronics manufacturing solutions for CAD-IT Consultants (Asia)
Pte Ltd.

Register online for this complimentary one-off seminar here.
Seats are limited and allocated on a first-come-first serve basis.
Please book your place early to avoid disappointment.
For enquiries, please email naveen.prasad@cadit.com.sg

or call +60 13 5148557.
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